
TISBURY - HATCH - WARDOUR CASTLES
4.6m. Park by arrangement at the Southwestern Hotel,  ST 9450 2905.

Walk SW from the Hotel for 200m to ST 9443 2895 where take the path on the right. Walk SW, cross a 
bridge at ST 9437 2900 and turn left to walk SW. Join another path at ST 9423 2890, turn left to walk S at 
first, then SW. At ST 9417 2880 take path left to walk W then WSW to reach a road at ST 9294 2822 after 
~1 mile. Turn L on road and R at the road junction to walk SW. At ST 9282 2810 take path left to walk 
SW to reach the railway at ST 927 278. Cross with care and continue WSW then SSW to reach the river 
Sem at ST 9242 2748. Stop here for coffee.

After coffee, cross the river and continue SE to the road at ST 925 274. Cross to the drive of a school and 
walk down the drive, left in front of school, then right (SSE) to walk with school on your right uphill to 
reach a bend in a road at ST 9274 2721. Proceed down the drive of New Wardour Castle (now flats) and 
continue past the front of the building at STA 9273 2700. Continue east to ST 9292 2695 where take a 
well-defined path SE to a path junction at ST 934 266. Turn L to reach Ark Farm at ST 935 266 and 
continue E then SE to reach the access road to Old Wardour Castle at ST 9380 2644. 

Continue N then NE on this road to a junction at High Wood at ST 939 270. Turn left for 150m to a path 
right at ST 9378 2705. Walk NNE and cross a road at ST 9395 2740. Then continue generally NE to 
Wallmead Farm at ST 944 284. Turn right at road and then left at the next junction. Continue along the 
side of this road to pass under the railway at ST 944 288 and then NE for 300m to the Hotel.
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